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ABSTRACT

Motion vector estimation of image seqence is one
of the important process in image coding, robot vision
etc. A useful method of motion vector estimation in the
gradient-based method which uses the relationship be-
tween the spatial intensity gradient of image and the in-
tensity difference between frames. We propose two block
gradient-based methods using variable block shape and
size in order to realize accurate estimation of motion
vector. The first one uses variable block shape, and esti-
mation is performed at every pixels. The second method
uses square block with variable size, and estimation is
done for each block. Simulation results show that both
algorithms give more accurate estimation than conven-
tional block gradient-based method.

1 Introduction

Motion vetor estimation methods are divided broadly
into three classes such as block matching method[1],
gradient-based (optical flow) method[2], and energy
method[3]. The matching method gives the displace-
ment minimizing the intensity difference between two
blocks in frames as a motion vector. The energy method
extracts a plane in which power spectrum of image se-
quence concentrates. With respect to computational
time, energy method is usually used for off-line imple-
mentation. Although gradient-based method is sensitive
to noise, it is easier to implement and more profitable
at computational cost than matching methods.[4]
In general, gradient-based method is applicable to im-

age sequence whose intensity is assumed to be smooth
with respect to spatial and temporal variables. The fun-
damental equation used in the method, called by optical
flow constraint (OFC) equation, indicates the relation-
ship between spatial and temporal gradient magnitude
(Ex,Ey,Et) of image intensity E(x, y, t) and motion vec-
tor (u,v), such as

Ex · u+ Ey · v + Et = 0 (1)

at each pixel where Ex
�
= ∂E/∂x, and same definition

is applied for Ey and Et.

The motion vector (u,v) at a pixel is estimated by solv-
ing OFC equation (1) with other conditions. The well-
known condition is the spatial smoothness of u and v.
The other condition, which is exactly concerned in this
study, is the uniformity (i.e, constant values) of (u,v)
inside a given block surrounding the pixel. The method
using latter condition, which is called block gradient-
based method[5], estimates motion vector (u,v) to min-
imize the least mean squared OFC error within a given
block, such as

J =
N∑

i=1

(Exi · u+ Eyi · v + Eti)2 (2)

, where N is the number of pixels in the block. The
obtained (u,v) in this manner is usually considered as
a motion vector at the central pixel of the processed
block. On the other hand, for less computational cost,
obtained (u,v) is used for the motion vectors at every
pixels in the block. According to the least mean squared
method, motion vector (u，v) for this block is calculated
by the following equation.

[
û
v̂

]
= R−1

[
−∑N

i=1 ExiEti

−∑N
i=1 EtiEti

]
(3)

R =

[ ∑N
i=1 E2

xi

∑N
i=1 ExiEyi∑N

i=1 ExiEyi

∑N
i=1 E2

yi

]
(4)

In adopting block gradient-based method, determina-
tion of block size and shape is the most crucial task.
These factors may greatly influence the accuracy of the
estimation, especially at motion boundary area. There
are some studies addressed the block size determina-
tion problem[6]. In these studies, variable size of square
block is utilized.
In the proposition of eigenvalue-based method,

Kaneko et al.[6] suggest that there are several causes
of motion estimation error and it is difficult to estimate
motion vector accurately by using fixed block. They



define the estimation reliability using eigenvalue distri-
bution which classifies block area into (a)plane, (b)ball,
(c)straight line types. They propose a method to change
the square block size for low reliable block, which has
ball or straight type eigenvalue distribution, until the
block is classified into plane type. This method mea-
sures the reliability by the eigenvalue not measuring
estimation error directly and block shape is restricted
within squared.
This paper proposes a motion vector estimation with

variable block shape, which is not always limited to
square block. The adaptively changing rule of shape
and size of block is performed by estimating the error
defined by eq.(2) at the successive block shape selection
stage discussed later. We will show two proposed meth-
ods give more accurate results than the conventional one
through simulations.

2 Proposed Method

The main idea underlying two proposed methods is to
continue to change both size and shape of the block until
the consistency error J becomes less than the prescribed
threshold value.

2.1 Variable Block Shape Algorithm
One example of the proposed shape-transforming

scheme is depicted in Fig.1. At the beginning of the
process, we use an equal appropriate square block sur-
rounding each pixel. That is, for each pixel in each
frame, block gradient-based method is applied using
same square block size. From the initial fixed size block,
we can transform the block by each of two manners,
namely, block-growing or block-reducing. For these two
possibilities, we adopts reducing scheme. The overall
procedure of the first method is summarized as follows.

Estimation Process

(A) For a pixel where motion vector should be esti-
mated, we set the block with fixed square of initial
size (2Lint+1)×(2Lint+1) surrounding the pixel as
its block center. Then, conventional block gradient-
based method is applied, then the estimated motion
vector at the pixel is obtained.

(B) Compute the consistency error J for each pixel,
using the motion vector obtained in STEP(A), in
order to check whether the estimation by the ini-
tial square block gives accurate estimation or not.
All block is divided into two groups, depending on
whether the value J is less than the threshold Jint

or not. In the blocks which are classified in the
group satisfying J < Jint, the initial block size
is considered to be suitable for assuming consis-
tent motion vector setting throughout their blocks.

Therefore, the estimated motion vectors in their
blocks are fixed as the solution. For the blocks
classified in another group are treated in the fol-
lowing step. The discussion for determining Jint is
described at later section.

(C) Make four corner-subregion deleted blocks from
the initial square block. Then, compute the least
square motion vector solutions and J values for
these four reduced blocks to determine the block
with minimum J among them. The block with
smallest J is called ”the selected region at STEP1
” as shown in Fig.1. If the J-value corresponding
to the selected region at this step is less than the
threshold JSTEP1, then the estimation for the cor-
responding block is finished. Otherwise, go to next
step.

(D) Make two corner-deleted blocks as shown in the
STEP2 of Fig.1, then, compute motion vectors and
Js. Use a new threshold JSTEP2 for these two
blocks as same manner as in the previous proce-
dure.

(E) Successive reduction is performed to the block until
the block size becomes the predetermined size(3×3
is selected in Fig.1) or JSTEPx is less than the
threshold.

selected region 

at the STEP1

initial square block

selected region 

at the STEP2

Figure 1: block shape process(i)

Determination of Threshold Values

In the above process, threshold values, such as Jint,
JSTEPx (x=1,2,…), should be determined respectively.
We adopt the following values.
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Figure 2: variable block shape process

Jint : the median value of J computed for initial
blocks satisfying J < prescribed value

JSTEP1: Jint × {(2Lint + 1)2 − Lint
2}/(2Lint + 1)2

JSTEP2: Jint × {(2Lint + 1)(Lint + 1)}/(2Lint + 1)2

2.2 Variable Block Size Algorithm

We can apply same basic ideas for the variable shape
scheme described in 2.1 to the variable square size algo-
rithm, which is the topic of this section. The variable-
size square block is adopted for block-matching method
using dynamic programming technique.[7] The different
points from the variable shape algorithm are summa-
rized as follows.
For the initial block size is selected as power of 2 for

making ease to divide the block size in two at any stage.
At each step, four equally divided square sub-blocks are
used to compute motion vector and J from it. The sub-
block with J > Jint is the selected region at this step.
Then, division of block size in two is continued for the
selected sub-region.
The flow chart of variable block size process is shown

in Fig.3. The threshold values in this case are set as
follows.

Jint : the median value of J computed for initial
blocks satisfying J < prescribed value

JSTEP1: Jint × (1/4) = 0.25 Jint

2.3 Deletion of outer value of Et

The accuracy of the above estimation methods is seri-
ously influenced by discontinuous motion. Therefore, in
the least square computation in eq.(3) should be done by
deleting the pixels having larger gradient with respect
to t, i.e. pixels with larger Et values.
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Figure 3: variable block size process

3 Simulation

We applied our methods to an artificial moving im-
age whose one frame is shown in Fig.4. In the sequence
of images, two moving objects exist. One object (left
side object in Fig.4) moves toward right side with speed
1pixcel/frame, the other object move toward left side
with speed 2pixcels/frame. Additionally, right side ob-
ject is set to be in front of the left object.
The performance index used to measure the estima-

tion error per pixel is given as follows.

P =
1

N2

N∑
y=1

N∑
x=1

√
(û − u)2 + (v̂ − v)2 (5)

, where, (û,v̂) is a estimation value, (u,v) is a true value,
N is the number of pixels in the block.

The proposed methods are compared with con-
ventional block gradient-based algorithm with fixed size
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Figure 4: Applied image sequence

square block. The estimation results are shown in Ta-
ble.1. The result shows that proposed methods are more
accurate than conventional method. We will also apply
to real moving images to investigate the effectiveness of
the proposed method.

Table 1: Simulation result

method P

conventional method 0.540

variable shape 0.138

variable size 0.129

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed gradient-based motion
vector estimation methods using variable block shape
and size. The proposed methods give more accurate
result than conventional method through a simulation.
Besides, deletion of the pixels which have large tem-
poral intensity gradient gave more accurate estimation.
Future studies will be an application to real image se-
quence, and comparison of computational cost.
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